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G E T T I N G  T O  K N O W  T H E  E L E V E N T H  G U A R D

T h i s  w e e k :

Welcome to summertime!
Every week this summer, The Reckoner will be releasing a short
Summertime Edition. These mini-editions will feature new content from
the members of the Tenth Guard, contributions from the executive team
of the Eleventh Guard, and information on how you can be a part of The
Reckoner. Feel that? It's the sun shining down on your face.

Do you have problems?
Follow-up question: Did you know that The Reckoner has
an advice column? That's right; this newspaper's got a
whole column dedicated to helping fellow students find
their way. It's called Ask The Reckoner! Send us questions
about life, relationships, school, or anything in between,
and your question will be answered by someone from our
team in the next edition! To submit your questions, go to
https://thereckoner.ca/ask-the-reckoner/. We've even got
a taste of what Ask The Reckoner will look like in this
edition. Keep reading!

The Eleventh Guard executives answer your questions!

of Marc Garneau C.I.

https://thereckoner.ca/ask-the-reckoner/
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Getting to Know the Eleventh Guard Execs
W E  A S K E D  F O R  Y O U R  Q U E S T I O N S  O N  O U R  I N S T A G R A M

( @ M G C I . R E C K O N E R ) ,  A N D  W E  H A V E  T H E  A N S W E R S !

Question 1:

Hey Reckoner! I’m not sure if I overthink the status of my friendships. I feel like none of my friends
will ever care for me the way that I care for them. Maybe I have super high standards, but every
person I’ve been close with seems to always prefer another friend over me. It’s like I’m doomed to
always be the second choice. How do I know if I’m being realistic or just anxious? Any advice would
be appreciated.

From Anonymous

Our Response 

Honestly, I don't know. But at the end of the day, this just reflects on
your character—you care very deeply about your friends and that's
the backbone of every relationship. Friendships aren't built off of
standards, they’re based on compatibility. Rachel pairs up with
Monica perfectly, and Joey always finds Chandler—in a way, it's
meant to be. So instead of all this hocus pocus, I'd say keep your real
friends close, and always be open to making new ones as well.
Whether or not you believe in soul friends or twin flames, everything
has a way of working out. Also, being the second choice doesn’t
sound like doom at all; it would be worse if you had no friends ;)

by Zahra Ahmed, News Board Manager

Question 2:

Summertime is here, and I don’t have any plans! I was so caught up with school that I have no idea
what I should be doing now that it’s summer vacation! Any ideas?

From Anonymous

Our Response 

Consider writing a novella/novel. Learn a new language, or
simply re-master your known ones. Come up with a
conlang. Take over the world. Learn how to do a backflip.
Bug your friends. Grow some garlic in a pot. Become a
master at chopsticks. Climb a tree. Dispose of those bodies.
Sleep. Read all of the Terry Pratchett novels. Click the
randomized article button on Wikipedia. Do a backflip. Knit.

by Sarah Li, Life Board Manager
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Question 3:

Hi, The Reckoner! So I want to go outside more often, but my neighbour has a HUGE dog that I’m
afraid will attack me if I leave my home! Should I befriend the dog? Sneak past it? Help!

From Anonymous

Our Response 

Bro, you gotta harden up and take on the dog like a
champ! Run away from the dog? Nah. Walk up to it, give it
a juicy bone to chew on, and hug it like you’ve never
hugged someone in two years. Doggos are friendly!

Disclaimer from the writer: (I am very lonely and have not
hugged a live breathing human in two years. No amount
of video games or sweets will stop the suffering and the
ongoing march of the void. Please send help.)

by Jefferson Chen, Editorial Board Manager
 and Deputy Editor-in-Chief

Question 4:

Do you have any tips for staying cool in the heat? I think I am melting.

From Anonymous

Our Response 

Sometimes, you walk outside and just instantly go “nope.” So
firstly, make sure it’s not one of those days, so you don’t end up
regretting it and suffering from heatstroke. Stay hydrated,
unlike how I usually am, and don’t stay out too long. Friends
help too—a conversation does wonders against the heat. Good
luck out there!

And maybe reading the Reckoner will do wonders, seeing how
cool we are :)

by Allyson Wu, Outreach Board Manager

Question 5:

Dear Reckoner, my parents force me to practice the violin for three hours—every
single day! It’s so boring and tedious. Any ideas to make it more interesting?

From Anonymous
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Question 6:

So there’s this hot person who was in my class and he is causing the decline of my mental health
because I know he won’t like me back! What should I do?

From afflictedfellow:

Our Response 

Every time you think of him you should inhale a line of
ground cayenne pepper! Eventually you’ll move on and
your mental health will be restored! This is called operant
conditioning. 

by Evelyn Jiang, Photography Board Manager

Question 7:

Hello, The Reckoner. Was mathematics discovered or invented? Is it a natural truth
or an inevitable human construct?

From Anonymous

Our Response 

As someone who lists math as their weakest subject, take
everything I say with a grain of salt: pure math is a human
construct, and is therefore invented. Only humans are
masochistic enough to use it as a way to comprehend the world,
after all. Mathematics are (shockingly) rarely accurate
representations of nature; we just cherry-pick a fraction of
theories that show promise, and scrap the ones that do not.
These concepts are humanity’s way of understanding what little
we know about everything, but to the finches living some
hundred miles away on the Galápagos Islands, the letters in the
quadratic formula probably look like squiggly bugs.

by Zoe Cheng, Illustrations Board Manager

Our Response 

Commit arson.

by Jeffrey Cheung, Director of Print Development
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Question 8:

Dear The Reckoner, I don’t know how to ride a bicycle. I want to learn because it
would be a good way to go outside and enjoy the summer, but I’m embarrassed to
learn at my age.

From Anonymous

Our Response 

If anyone makes fun of you for being too old to learn
how to ride a bicycle, then they simply have too small
of a brain to separate society’s expectations from
logical reasoning. You are never too old to learn a new
skill. If you had to learn everything at a young age, what
are you going to do when you’re old? If anything, you
should learn how to ride as many vehicles as you can,
so that when you’re older, you’ll be more powerful than
all the other grandparents who can’t even ride
scooters, let alone bicycles.

by Cynthia Wang, Director of Web Development

Question 9:

How can a student have a successful high school experience?

From Anonymous

Our Response 

Well, what does success look like to you? You should probably
evaluate your expectations for each year of high school and
set realistic goals. And although it’s easy to forget this in an
environment where so much time is spent thinking about the
next phase of our lives, you must remember that the path to
an achievement is much more valuable than the achievement
itself. Every experience you have will teach you something if
you are willing to learn. Finally, be kind to yourself and to
others, because success without company is probably not
that great. 

But also, all you have to do to be successful is join The
Reckoner. 

by Sumedh Dhanvanthry, Editor-in-Chief
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Other Questions

What are the requirements to join The Reckoner?

From Alika:

You must be a student at MGCI, and you will have to submit an application. Look out for more
information regarding our application process in late summer! We're looking for creative, skilled
individuals who can work well under deadlines. There are 8 different boards of The Reckoner, so
you're sure to find the right area for you!

What kinds of content are featured in The Reckoner? Is there a comics/gaming section?
From Daniel:

We feature all kinds of content in our paper! Our 5 content boards (News, Life, Editorial,
Illustrations, and Photography) each specialize in a different niche of content, ranging from written
work to visual creations. We don't have a specific column for comics or gaming right now, but that
sounds like a great idea! If we hear that more students would be interested in that, we're open to
starting one.

 Thanks for reading!
We can't wait for you to read next week's release, which will come
out on Monday, July 19th. See you then!

Follow us on our Instagram, @mgci.reckoner, to stay updated!
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